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Abstract. The transport coefficients for the nine point groups 5(C~), 3(S~o), 10(Csh), 10
m2(Dsh),52(D5), 5m(Csv),3 2m(Dsa),235(I), 2/m 3 5(Ih)--which represent the symmetry groups
of the quasicrystals in two and three dimensions--have been evaluated and tabulated in this
work, employing group-theoretical methods.
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1. Introduction

The discovery of stable icosahedral phases like the AI-Li-Cu, A1-Cu-Ru by Tsai
et al I-1] and the later determination of their structural long-range order by Guryan
et al [2], have provided one of the best systems for investigation of unusual electronic
properties in icosahedral quasicrystals. With the recent discovery of some
thermodynamically stable quasicrystals [3], experimental studies on the physical
properties such as resistivity, magnetoresistance, Hall effect, specific heat, etc., of
quasicrystalline materials have begun [4]. The work reported by Sokoloff [5] and
Kitaev and Pisma [6] revealed that the electronic properties of perfect icosahedral
quasicrystals are different from those of the perfect crystals. A more recent study on
the A1-Cu-Mg and G a - M g - Z n icosahedral alloys by Wagner et al I-7] showed
distinct features in their electronic properties. However, a comprehensive account of
the tensor coefficients pertaining to the transport properties of the symmetry groups
of the quasicrystals has not been reported, to the best of the knowledge of the authors.
Hence an attempt is made in this note to obtain the non-vanishing and independent
scheme of tensor coefficients pertaining to some identified transport properties in
respect of the seven pentagonal and two icosahedral point groups: 5(C5), 5($10),
10(Csh), 10 m2(Dsh), 52(Ds), 5 m(Csv), 5 2m(Dsa); 235(I), 2/m 3 5(Ih)--which are
quasicrystals' symmetry groups in two and three dimensions--employing the
group-theoretical methods.
Since a good amount of experimental work is being carried out on the structure
determination and physical properties of a new class of quasicrystalline materials,
the authors believe that the tensor coefficients obtained here may serve as valuable
check on the experimental determination of transport coefficients, measured in respect
of various new materials that exhibit the symmetry of one of the aforesaid point
groups. In table l, a brief classification of the transport properties is made and the
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Table 1. Classification of transport properties and character of the reducible
representation corresponding to the physical property.

Physical property representing
the relation between

Compound
character Zip" for
the physical
property

Maximum
number of
independent Transport
coefficients phenomenon
needed
exhibited

Vector and a vector (pO = pOi)

4C 2 + 2C

6

Electrical resistivity;
Thermal conductivity

Second rank anti-symmetric
tensor and axial vector (same
as axial vector and axial vector)
(Pikl = -- Pkil)

4C 2 + 4C + 1

9

First order Hall
effect, first order
Leduc-Righi effect

Second rank symmetric tensor
and second rank symmetric
tensor (Piu,.)
Notation: In contracted
notation this tensor is
represented by a fourth rank

(4C 2 + 2C)2

36

First order magnetoresistance, First order
magneto-thermal
conductivity piezoresistance

((1 _+2C)

30

Second order Hall
effect,
Second order Leduc
Righi effect

t e n s o r Pran

Axial vector and totally
symmetric third rank tensor
(Piklmn = -- Pkilrnn for all
permutations of the indices
I,m,n).
Notation: In contracted
notation this tensor is
represented with three
components Pqr~following the
notation developed in [11]

(+ 8C 3 + 4C / -T-2C)

In table 1, C stands for the cosine of the angle of rotation ~b in the symmetry operation. The
r have to be taken according to whether the
+ or - sign in the compound character Zp,
symmetry operation under consideration is a proper rotation or an improper rotation.

notation adopted for denoting the property tensors of various ranks corresponding
to the considered transport property is explained. In table 2, the non-vanishing tensor
components evaluated for the nine point groups are tabulated in a compact form
as was done by K u m a r a s w a m y and Krishnamurthy [8].

2. Transport phenomena, evaluation of tensor coefficients and results
It is well-known that the effect of magnetic field on the electrical and thermoelectrical
properties in the absence of a temperature gradient is called galvanomagnetic effect.
Physical properties such as electrical resistivity, first order Hall effect, first order
magneto-resistance, and second order Hall effect are known as the galvanomagnetic
effects. The components of the tensors pO,
ik Pikl' Piklrn and P i k l m n representing respectively
the aforesaid four galvanomagnetic effects are called galvanomagnetic coefficients.
Similarly the effect of magnetic field on the thermoelectric and thermal properties in
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"0°

Number of independent
coefficients needed
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m
i

f~

Pentagonal/
icosahedral
point group

Table 2.

P333

3Pals=3Pa24 =

P222 ~" 3P223 =

3PII3=3P216 =

PI11-----3P112=

PlI3~---P223,
P315-~P324 ,
P333

3P216 = P222'
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Plll~3Pl12
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the absence of an electric current is called thermomagnetic effect. Thermal
conductivity, first order Leduc-Righi effect, first order magnetothermal conductivity,
second order Leduc-Righi effect are some known thermomagnetic effects. These
effects are represented respectively by the tensors K~k, K~k~, K~k~m, Ka~m, and the
components of these tensors are known as thermomagnetic coefficients. Since the p
and K coefficients of corresponding order are tensors of the same rank and kind,
they have identical schemes of non-vanishing and independent coefficients. The
galvanomagnetic effects and the thermomagnetic effects are together known as the
transport phenomena [9, 11].
The permutation (of indices) symmetries and other characteristics (like peseudo,
or polar, time-reversal symmetric or otherwise) of the tensors Pik'
0 Pikl' Piklm and Piklmn
together with the character ~pr of the corresponding reducible representation are
briefly summarized in table 1. The maximum number n~ of non-vanishing and
independent coefficients required by each one of the nine point groups, corresponding
to the property tensor under consideration are determined employing the well-known
formula
r
r,
n, = -1 ~ hpxp(R)xp
(R)
#p

(1)

with the usual notation. The n~s obtained using this formula are given in table 2.
In order to determine the non-vanishing, independent coefficients the following
transformation equations are used.

po = aimaknpon with

p°k = pOt

Pikt = aimaknao,Pm~o with

Pik~= - Pkit

Pi~lrn = ait,akqatramsPpqrs with

Pik~,~= Pikm! = Pkitrn = Pklmt

P'iklmn = aio akqalraras amP parst

Patron

=

- -

Pkilm~ for all permutations of/, m, n.

(2)

where a~m are the elements of the transformation matrix.
By demanding the invariance of the components under symmetry transformations
(2), the desired results are obtained. The coefficients thus obtained in respect of all
the nine point groups are listed in table 2 in a compact form as was done [8].
From table 2, it can be seen that the number of non-vanishing and independent
tensor coefficients for the pO, Pikl, Piktm' Piklrnn obtained in respect of the icosahedral
point groups are 1, 1, 2 and 1 respectively, fewer than those needed for any one of
the 32 crystallographic point groups. It may be noted that the above tensor coefficients
(p's) are just the same as those needed for an isotropic medium.
In view of the interest now being shown by several experimentalists on the electronic
and other physical properties of the quasicrystalline materials (alloys) [4, 10], it is
hoped that the results reported here may be useful to material scientists in
systematizing transport data on quasicrystals.
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